Agenda

- Core draft update: changes since IETF117 (from -15 to -16)
- RS draft update: changes since IETF117 (from -03 to -04)
Differences since IETF117

https://author-tools.ietf.org/iddiff
  ?url2=draft-ietf-gnap-core-protocol-16
  &url1=draft-ietf-gnap-core-protocol-15

https://author-tools.ietf.org/iddiff
  ?url2=draft-ietf-gnap-resource-servers-04
Core Draft Changes

- Respond to AD review
  - Editorial cleanup, clarifications
  - IANA cleanup
- In IESG review 🎉
RS Draft Changes

- *Lots of overdue changes!*
- Introduction and abstract rewrite
- Security and privacy considerations
- AS-specific access tokens
- Resource set registration examples
Security and Privacy Considerations

- Expands on core
- RS-focused view
- e.g.:
  - Disclosure to RS of too much info in token
  - Disclosure to AS of where token is being used
AS-specific Tokens

● Continuation access token: continuation API (client instance -> AS)
  ○ Required to use

● Token management access token: token management API (client instance -> AS)
  ○ Required to use

● Resource server management token: RS-facing AS APIs (RS -> AS)
  ○ Optional to use, details out of scope
Resource registration

1. Register resource

2. Receive resource reference xyz12345

3. Discover resource reference xyz12345

4. Request Token for xyz12345
RS to WGLC

- Editors believe the document is ready
- Only a couple issues left, can be discussed and processed during LC